Eurasian integration has created a new legal order -the so-called "Union law" of the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU).
Introduction russia is a founding member of the eurasian economic union (eAeu) and is deeply entrenched into eurasian integration. the legal framework of eurasian integration by which russia is bound is enormous.
1 As a founding member, russia took an active part in drafting the eAeu treaty -a process which required alignment with the generally recognised principles of international law, national legislation of Member states, taking into account international experience, but first and foremost with the national constitutions.
2 therefore, in principle, tensions between the legal orders of the eAeu and Member states should have been minimized from the beginning. however, this is not necessarily so. in particular, certain practices of both the eurasian and russian judiciary are not unequivocal. therefore, this article is aimed at unpacking possible tensions between the two legal orders -the russian legal order and the legal order of the eAeu -and discovering sources of such tensions. the relevant issues lie primarily in the field of constitutional law, which will be of immediate concern in this article.
the issue of tensions between these two legal orders is pertinent given that the eAeu is a relatively new international organization of regional economic integration, and its legal order is being shaped. even though research about the organization is developing fast, studies of issues of interrelations of the two legal orders are rather scarce. however, the foundations of the legal order have been established with the entry of the eAeu treaty into force on January 1, 2015, which provides considerable 1 the eAeu treaty has codified almost 100 international agreements concluded within the eurasian integration process, most of them codified into the eAeu treaty. see Codification of the Legal and Contractual Basis of the Cu and ses , available at http://www.eurasiancommission.org/ en/act/integr_i_makroec/dep_razv_integr/Pages/codification.aspx. ground for analysis. 3 Moreover, although there is very limited jurisprudence of the eAeu Court, this article will rely on the jurisprudence of the preceding court -the Court of the eurasian economic Community (hereinafter -eurAseC) -as certain cases can shed some light on the existent and possible future tensions between the legal orders. the eAeu Court comes in place of the eurAseC Court, which was a judicial body of the now defunct eurasian economic Community, and of the Customs union and the single economic space. 4 Although the issue of succession between the two courts is somewhat blurred (the initial idea to ensure full legal succession was abandoned 5 ), the case-law of the eurAseC Court remains in force. 6 Further pertinence of the topic is explained by a number of recent rulings handed out by the Constitutional Court of the russian Federation, in particular those related to the european Court of human rights (hereinafter -eCthr) . 7 Although such rulings did not concern the eAeu, their indirect effect can be significant, as will be explored.
in order to achieve the stated aim, each of the article sections tries to identify sources for both direct and indirect tensions (in fact, the duality of tensions is a recurring theme throughout the article). the first section is devoted to unpacking the eAeu legal order in terms of its structure and functioning. the second section looks into how russian law sees external law, including the law of the eAeu. the third section analyses the place and role of the eurasian judiciary and the changes in the powers that it endured as possible sources for tensions. the fourth section looks deeper into case-law and covers the relations of national courts and the eurasian judiciary.
Apart from the two legal orders, which are in the focus of the article, certain interventions are made into a third one -the legal order of the european union (eu). one of the reasons is that it has been constantly reiterated on various levels, 3 treaty on the eurasian economic union of May 29, 2014 including the highest political ones, that the eAeu follows the best practices of the eu.
8 however, apart from declarations, the eAeu and eu legal orders have similar features indeed, and the eAeu Court has been regularly citing the case-law of the Court of Justice of the european union (CJeu). therefore, where necessary, some comparison will be made to the eu.
The EAEU Legal Order
From a theoretical perspective, a legal order can be defined as a totality of legal rules regulating a certain community.
9 however, such a totality only constitutes an order if the norms constitute a unity.
10 Moreover, certain hierarchy between legal rules is "[i]nherent in the concept of the legal order."
11 the notion of a legal order was initially primarily associated with states, therefore, with regard to international organizations, which started appearing since the 19 th century, it was not immediately clear that they can have their own legal order. 12 such recognition was developed only in the 20 th century, and has only become definitively accepted since 1945. 13 such a legal order, with a basis in the constituent instrument, is both distinct from the legal orders of Member states and from the international legal order. 14 turning to the eAeu, its legal order received the name of the "law of the union, " as it is referred to in the eAeu treaty. Although the notion is not defined, according to Art. 6 it consists of the eAeu treaty itself, international agreements in the eAeu framework, international agreements of the eAeu with third parties, as well as decisions and orders of the eAeu institutions. recommendations, not being obligatory, do not form part of the law of the union. the major innovation within the law of the eAeu is the principle of direct applicability. 15 Id. Para. 1142.
13
Id.
14 however, even though the separateness of the legal order of international organizations from the legal order of states is generally accepted, there is more discussion regarding it being separate from the international legal order. See on both issues id. Para. 1142 and relevant footnotes. of past cases, acts had to be implemented using national procedures in order to have some legal effect. Currently, certain acts do not require any procedures for implementation, so in theory, they become part of national law immediately. the eAeu treaty gives such effect to decisions of the main regulatory body of the eAeueurasian economic Commission (hereinafter -Commission), -which are described as acts that have a normative character and are directly applicable on the territory of Member states. 16 however, the overall effect of eAeu law within the national legal orders of Member states is unclear. the eAeu treaty does not specify the relation of legal force between union acts and national legislation. the regulation on the eurasian economic Commission provides that decisions of the Commission are binding on Member states.
17 however, there is nothing on supremacy of Commission decisions over national law. to compare, one of the drafts of the eAeu treaty had the following provision:
legal acts of the union shall be binding, shall have direct applicability on the territories of Member states, and shall have priority over the legislation of Member states. 18 therefore, the drafters of the final version of the eAeu treaty did not only decide to limit themselves to the binding nature of the Commission decisions instead of all eAeu legal acts, but also have decided to exclude the notion of priority over national law. this means the final eAeu provisions are limited to the binding character and direct applicability of certain acts, but their legal consequences are not described. this means that priority (or supremacy) is not regulated by the treaty. therefore, formally, there is little space for tensions posed by the eAeu legal order, unless supremacy is introduced into the eAeu treaty. however, as it is known from the eu practice, supremacy was not defined by the founding treaties, but was established by the european Court of Justice (hereinafter -eCJ) teleologically. 19 similarly, supremacy could be identified by the eAeu Court, although the ability of the eAeu Court to do a similar job has been diminished as compared to its predecessor: 16 Pt. 3 of the regulation on the eurasian economic Commission, Annex 1 to the treaty on the eurasian economic union of May 29, 2014 it has lost a number of powers, the biggest being the preliminary ruling procedure. 20 however, this could also be done by a joint interpretation of Member states. 21 effective functioning of a legal order requires mechanisms for its maintenance and enforcement. therefore, essential part of the eAeu legal order is the permanent judicial body -the eAeu Court, -since its aim is ensuring uniform application of union law by Member states and institutions. 22 Although there are doubts that the eAeu Court is able to achieve its aim, a separate judicial authority responsible for the legal order is crucial. 
The Russian Legal Order vis-à-vis the EAEU Legal Order
the aforementioned description of the eAeu legal order calls for two major inquiries into the relations with the russian legal order: the effect of eAeu treaties (i.e. the eAeu founding treaty, international agreements concluded in the eAeu framework and international agreements of the eAeu with third parties) and the directly applicable decisions of the Commission.
to start with, russian participation in the eAeu is based on Art. 79 of the Constitution: the russian Federation may participate in interstate associations and transfer to them part of its powers according to international treaties and agreements, if this does not involve the limitation of the rights and freedoms of man and citizen and does not contradict the principles of the constitutional system of the russian Federation. 24 this provision talks about russia's participation in international organizations in a wide sense. it should not be understood as giving a right to participate in international organizations, since it is hard to imagine a sovereign country not being able to join an international organization without an explicit provision for such a right in its constitution, especially as not all countries have such a provision. this is especially so given the fact that russia became a member of a number of international organizations prior to the entry into force of the Constitution. 25 Moreover, absence of the explicit "right" to withdraw from an international organization does not mean that the country cannot pursue this option. therefore, this provision's focus is other than permission. the focus is rather on the transfer of powers and conditions thereof, which will be crucial in further examination. thus, there are three conditions under which russia can join an international organization and transfer powers. First, the transfer of powers is only possible by means of an international agreement (ratified by a federal law 26 ). second, such an international agreement cannot limit the rights and freedoms of individuals. third, the international agreement must not contradict the principles of the constitutional system. indeed, limitations of transfer of powers are common, e.g. among the countries that joined the eu. thus, the danish constitution specifically required that the powers vested in the constitution might only be transferred to a specific extent.
27 in fact, the limited character of transfer was a pre-requisite in the majority of the european countries.
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it must be noted that the russian Constitution and other constitutional norms do not distinguish the eAeu in any respect, which could have given the latter's legal order some additional weight or value. For instance, in the case of the eu, a number of eu Member states, such as estonia, France, germany, Latvia and Lithuania make such distinctions.
29 it must be concluded from this that general rules applicable to international law and international treaties must be consulted in order to clarify the effect of the eAeu treaty itself. Art. 15(4) of the Constitution provides:
the universally-recognized norms of international law and international treaties and agreements of the russian Federation shall be a component part of its legal system. if an international treaty or agreement of the russian Federation fixes other rules than those envisaged by law, the rules of the international agreement shall be applied.
Based on this provision, it is observed in literature that russia has adopted the strictest available option of supremacy of rules of international law.
30 According to the above mentioned provision, international agreements form part of the russian legal system and possess supremacy over national law. it is crucial that the wording chosen for the provision is "part of its legal system" rather than "part of russian (legislation), " which in certain interpretation could invoke the principle lex posteriori derogat legi priori, and future laws could prevail.
31 the second sentence of the provision traces back to the 1992 law amending the 1978 Constitution of the russian Federation, which, however, established supremacy only with regard to the internationally recognized human rights rules.
32 the Constitutional Court established that international agreements prevail over all national rules, and not only laws.
33 the only exception is the Constitution itself, as "international treaties of the russian Federation that do not correspond to the Constitution of the russian Federation, shall not be implemented or used. " 34 thus, if an international agreement establishes rules necessary to change certain provisions of the Constitution, a decision on its obligatory force for russia (2014)]. however, it must be noted that such problem-setting is far from clear, since the whole idea, which can be deduced from such statements, reminds of an approach of a bargaining position regarding how closely one has to follows and respect international law (e.g. in some respect similar to wto tariff negotiations). is only possible in a form of a federal law after introduction of the corresponding amendments into the Constitution or after the revision of its provisions.
35 the supreme Court of the russian Federation has explained that national courts cannot apply national legal rules that are different from the rules established by an international agreement ratified by a federal law -in this case, rules of such an agreement apply. 36 similarly, the range of international agreements possessing priority over russian laws is limited to those ratified by a federal law. 37 As a result, the eAeu treaty is part of russian national law as well and has priority over its legislation, albeit with certain limitations and although the treaty itself does not provide for it.
As for decisions of the Commission, which under the eAeu treaty are directly applicable on the territory of Member states, the situation is less clear from the point of view of russian constitutional law. Back in 2006 the economic Court of the Commonwealth of independent states, performing the duties of the eurAseC Court, 38 analysed the legislation of eurAseC Member states and came to the conclusion that there was no national constitutional basis for direct applicability of eurAseC acts. that the obligations of kazakhstan that stem from decisions of the Commission of the Customs union (predecessor of the eAeu Commission) fall under the category of "other commitments" under the Constitution.
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in the Belarusian legal system, the Constitutional Court of the republic of Belarus has powers to deliver opinions on the conformity of Commission decisions not only to the Constitution and ratified international agreements, but also to laws and decrees of the President. 42 this is in fact an improvement to the previous situation, where the Constitutional Court could unilaterally find such acts inapplicable, 43 which it cannot do any longer following legislative changes.
44 in any event, Commission decisions are still essentially considered hierarchically lower than laws and decrees of the President.
there are no separate provisions regarding acts of international institutions in russian constitutional law. however, the Constitutional Court of the russian Federation delivered a ruling that gives jurisdiction to rule on the constitutionality of decisions of the Commission based on human rights concerns and foundations of constitutional order.
45 this position of the Constitutional Court could serve as a potential source for tensions and the whole idea will be crucial to the discussion that will ensue later in the article.
The Eurasian Judiciary
Another source for tensions between the two legal orders could come from direct rulings against the state. however, such instances are rather limited in the eAeu legal order, since in the case of Member states failing to comply with eAeu law, the main regulatory body -the eAeu Commission -cannot any longer refer them to the eAeu Court. the Commission is deprived of such a function, which, however limited, was available before. 46 if after the Commission's monitoring of compliance with international agreements, there were reasons to believe that one of the parties had not complied with such agreements or Commission decisions, the Commission Council could inform the relevant party and establish a timeframe to address the infringement. if the decision was not complied with, the Commission Council had the right to refer the issue to the eurAseC Court. the Court could also introduce reasonable interim measures to ensure compliance with the decision or to prevent possible further infringements. the chance of reaching this stage was small since the Commission Council adopted consensus decisions and an infringing Member state could block any such decision. if the issue appeared before the Court, it was not clear what "reasonable interim measures" would look like. Further, if the Court's decision was not complied with, the issue could be referred to the eurAseC supreme Council with unanimous decision making. regardless of these limitations, the Commission could react to the infringements by Member states, which it no longer can. Now, however, in the case of infringements, only Member states can bring actions against other Member states for non-compliance (which is a novelty compared to eurAseC).
in the eu, there is a comparable supranational procedure in Art. 258 of the treaty on the Functioning of the european union (tFeu). 47 usually, infringements by Member states are in the form of the non-implementation of obligations under eu law or adoption of domestic legal acts, which contravene the obligations within the organization.
48 the existence of an obligatory and exclusive judicial body for these kinds of cases makes the eu different from many other international organizations, and this procedure is the most important tool to ensure the implementation of eu law. the lack of procedure in the eAeu is a return to the common practice in international public law where compliance with international contractual obligations is decided between parties to respective agreements. 49 this does not promote effective judicial control or functioning of the eAeu legal order. Moreover, as many years of eu experience suggest, a Member state rarely brings an action against another Member state to the eCJ, as it is a sign of malevolence and there is the risk of analogous actions against them in the future and Member states prefer political dispute resolution. 50 in any event, this will considerably limit challenges against Member states, and there will be less direct pressure on the part of the eAeu Court towards the russian legal order. however, this does not mean absence of tensions between the legal orders. in fact, the increased ability of Member states to get away with nonimplementation of obligations emanating from the eAeu legal order will create tensions which could remain unaddressed and could build up.
Another procedure that helps eliminating attempts of Member states to circumvent certain legal obligations is the preliminary ruling. it is done by Member states' actions being challenged in their own national courts. this procedure is a system of judicial oversight within the judicial systems of Member states in cooperation with an organization's court. when the issue of interpretation of law of the organization appears before a national court, such a court can stay the case and make an inquiry to the court of the organization for an interpretation. in the eu, when a national court is the court of final instance, it is obliged to refer to the eCJ with such an inquiry.
52 After the ruling is delivered, it is sent back to the national court, which rules on the case in hand. therefore, national courts and the organization's court are integrated into a single system of judicial oversight. in the eurAseC Court the preliminary ruling procedure, however limited, was available. even though it was used only once there, 53 eu practice suggests that the eCJ and the national courts of eu Member states use this procedure regularly.
54 through this procedure, individuals become, to a certain extent, agents monitoring Member states' compliance with eu legal obligations. 55 the goal of the eu preliminary ruling procedure is similar to the whole mission of the eAeu Court, which is to preserve the uniform interpretation of the law and the effective functioning of the legal order itself. however, this procedure also goes beyond that stated purpose to also protect individual rights. through this procedure, the national courts of eu Member states and the CJeu are integrated into one system of judicial supervision. even when there are limits of direct access of individuals to the CJeu, the supremacy and direct effect of eu law enables any individual or organization to challenge the actions of their own Member states using eu law.
this procedure has been abolished with the advent of the eAeu. the removal of the preliminary ruling procedure in the eAeu Court disintegrated national courts from the eurasian judicial system. this will inevitably lead to differing practices and make the job of the eAeu Court to ensure the uniform application of union law extremely difficult. the disintegration of the judicial system can become a source of disparities and eventual tensions. the procedure that could compensate for the lack of the preliminary ruling procedure is the ability of Member states to assign state bodies (including courts) to request clarification from the eAeu Court.
56 Leaving the issue of access to judicial interpretation in the hands of Member states is not reassuring. however, practice will show the viability of this measure.
there are many reasons why Member states would want to limit the powers of the eAeu judiciary. one of them is the activist attitude taken by the previous eurAseC Court from the very start, borrowing from the eCJ.
57 the court's practices even lead ispolinov to describe it as a "new-style institution of international justice".
he claims that one of its very first judgments -Yuzhnii Kuzbass
59 -was the first case of judicial activism in the post-soviet space.
60 in this case, treaty interpretation was more extensive than the textual provisions suggest. in particular, while the relevant eurAseC legal acts did not explicitly provide the eurAseC Court with powers to declare the Commission's decisions void, the Court decided otherwise. it declared the Commission's decision void, decided on the time when it became void, and made the judgment applicable not only to the parties of the dispute, but erga omne. Following that, it is probably not surprising that the new eAeu Court has been explicitly banned from deciding on such issues, and the Commission's decisions remain in effect until the Commission implements the ruling. these examples show that there are also indirect ways for the eAeu Court to prescribe actions. decisions of this kind in the future could be a source for tension with the russian legal order, since it is ensured by its national judicial system. the procedures via which such indirect tensions can appear are multiple. the statute of the eAeu Court establishes that the Court can adjudicate on issues raised about implementation of eAeu law upon request of a Member state or an economic entity.
61 Member states can also raise issues concerning compliance of international agreements within the union with the eAeu treaty, compliance of other Member states with the law of the union, compliance of decisions of the main regulatory body eurasian economic Commission (with the law of the union, and challenge an action (inaction) of the Commission).
62 the eAeu Court has retained the procedure established within the eurAseC Court, where economic entities, including foreign ones, can raise issues of compliance of a Commission's decision that directly affect their economic rights, with the eAeu treaty and (or) international agreements within the union. the same can be done regarding an action (or lack thereof ) of the Commission.
The Interrelations of the Judiciaries
the ultimate changes in the powers of the eAeu Court are likely a way to address tensions that have already happened and to prevent future ones. Judicial activism as such, even though potentially irritating for Member states, is not something that could promote such tremendous changes as removing the preliminary ruling procedure altogether. however, if such activism is not well grounded and involves direct confrontation -that could be more than irritating. An example of the first (and the last) preliminary ruling action could serve as an illustrative example. the request for the preliminary ruling was made by the supreme economic Court of Belarus. however, it almost immediately withdrew the request. Nevertheless, the eurAseC Court decided to open the proceedings as it had a right to do so. 63 however, the eurAseC Court's argument was peculiar: 61 the eAeu treaty defines an "economic entity" or "market participant" as a "commercial organization or a non-profit organization operating with generation of profit, an individual entrepreneur, as well as a natural person whose professional income-generating activities are subject to state registration and/or licensing under the legislation of the Member states" (pt. 2(20) of the Protocol on general Principles and rules of Competition, Annex 19 to the treaty on the eurasian economic union of May 29, 2014 , available at https://docs.eaeunion.org/docs/en-us/0003610/itia_05062014). as if decided otherwise it would not meet the requirements of procedural economy and might lead to an unjustified delay in adjudication of the case. 64 it is very unclear how exactly procedural economy would be affected and why would a delay take place at all. it has been suggested in a text co-authored with one of the judges involved in the case, that this approach was taken from the eCJ's rules of Procedure (a draft back then).
65 indeed, one can only understand the eurAseC Court's statement in light of the explanation given by the drafters of the eCJ's rules of Procedure, and particularly the following norm (in the formulation of the final version of the rules of Procedure):
the withdrawal of a request may be taken into account until notice of the date of delivery of the judgment has been served on the interested person...
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this provision provides for a right to deliver a judgment notwithstanding a withdrawal of a request for a preliminary ruling. the drafters explain this provision in terms of procedural economy "since a number of similar cases may have been stayed, either by the [eCJ] or by national courts or tribunals, pending the forthcoming judgment. " 67 in that case not delivering a judgment could lead to dealing with every case that has been stayed, which would cause a delay in the progress of those cases. however, the drafters underlined that such a withdrawal must happen "at a very advanced stage of the proceedings, when the date of delivery of the judgment has been communicated" and when "the [eCJ's] deliberations will have been completed. " Conversely, in the case of the eurAseC Court, the withdrawal request was made at an early stage only two weeks after the request for preliminary ruling was accepted. 68 As it has been noted in the dissenting opinion of judge smirnov, there was no proof of similar cases stayed in national courts, pending the forthcoming judgment; and no proof that the proceedings before the supreme economic Court of Belarus could 64 decision of the eurAseC Court grand Chamber of July 10, 2013, supra note 53, at 11.
65
Euroasian Integration, supra note 5, at 179.
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Consolidated version of the rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of september 25, 2012 25, , oJ L 265, 29.9.2012 25, , as amended on June 18, 2013 25, , oJ L 173, 26.6.2013 See comments to Art. 101 in the draft rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of May 25, 2011 , available at http://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2011-05/en_ rp_cjue.pdf. be delayed.
69 Claims, such as lack of explanation of the withdrawal request, that the eurAseC Court had already involved a number of experts, etc. do not seem to be quite enough. therefore, it is more likely that the Court, having had the very first preliminary ruling request, wanted to seize the opportunity and establish its authority at any cost. A number of activist provisions in the final ruling (e.g. that the ruling was "directly effective" on the territory of all Member states) only confirms this position.
therefore, an assertive attitude of the eAeu Court coupled with the overreaction of the Member states have led to tensions that have resulted in drastic reduction of powers of the eAeu Court. this has eventually led to the situation where national courts have been left completely disintegrated from the eurasian judicial system, while an essential part of the ability of the eAeu Court to ensure the functioning of the eAeu legal order is the way national judiciary perceive the eAeu Court's authority.
in this respect it is important to turn to the russian Constitutional Court, which has already voiced its differences in approaches with the eurasian judiciary. thus, there are challenges to the interpretative role, e.g. according to the Constitutional Court, on the russian soil, the norms of the Customs Code of the Customs union, which have become part of eAeu law, should be implemented according to its own interpretation. 70 Further, there are different approaches to retroactive applications of Commission decisions. 71 Although, the Constitutional Court does not directly state the wrongness of the eurasian judiciary, it can be deduced from the Constitutional Court's reasoning, that in certain cases, positions of the eurasian judiciary should only be taken into account by national courts, rather than complied with.
72 essentially, such challenges are based on concerns regarding human rights and foundations of the constitutional system, which brings us to a different dimension of source for tension.
the direct and indirect sources for tensions have been a recurring topic throughout the article. the same goes to the russian judiciary and the Constitutional Court as the major institution therein. the tensions can come not only through direct confrontation with the eAeu Court, but through a certain line of case-law involving other external judicial authorities. First and foremost this concerns the jurisprudence of the russian Constitutional Court concerning eCthr decisions. the Id. most recent case is the yukos decision, 73 which has seen the Constitutional Court establishing impossibility to implement the 2014 eCthr judgment finding russia in violation of its obligations under the eChr and requiring it to pay a considerable sum to yukos shareholders. 74 however, essential preconditions for the ruling have been set out in another ruling of the Constitutional Court concerning implementation of eCthr judgements as such, 75 which has been followed by a respective law. 76 According to that ruling, the Constitutional Court maintains that russia can set aside international obligations if it is the only option to prevent the violation of principles and norms of the russian Constitution. when formulating its own position, the Constitutional Court heavily relied on the rulings of the constitutional authorities of germany, 77 italy, 78 Austria, 79 and the uk, 80 which were quite critical of the eCthr. however, the Constitutional Court also went beyond that. First, the Constitutional Court referred to the vienna Convention on the law of treaties, in particular Art. 31(1) which establishes that a treaty must be interpreted "in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose. " 81 Following this provision, the Constitutional Court claimed that an international treaty is obligatory to the parties in the meaning, which could be understood using this rule of interpretation. the court continued, that if the eCthr, when interpreting a provision of the european Convention on human rights, attributes to a term a meaning different from an ordinary one, or if it interprets contrary to the object and purpose of the Convention, a state gets a right to refuse to implement a judgement against it as going beyond the obligations voluntarily accepted when ratifying the Convention. this is a far reaching statement, which presupposes the ability to set aside not only interpretations of international courts, but international obligations in general. it can easily be used with regard to interpretations made by the eAeu Court in the future.
But the Constitutional Court went further, stating that a judgment of the eCthr cannot be considered obligatory if an interpretation of a provision of the Convention, made in defiance of the general rule of interpretation, would disagree with the imperative norms of general international law (jus cogens). the Constitutional Court considers sovereign equality and related rights, as well as non-interference into domestic matters as "undoubtedly" norms jus cogens.
there are several issues with this point of view. it is not entirely clear if the interpretation violating jus cogens is a special case of possible "wrongful" interpretations, particularly relevant for the case in hand, or the only one. either way, sovereignty and non-interference, if considered as part of jus cogens, could be interpreted quite broadly. the norms of jus cogens are far from clear in international law.
82 even so, sovereign equality and non-interference are not usually listed as part of jus cogens. generally speaking, it remains a mystery why the jus cogens argument was made at all. to some extent is reminiscent of the Kadi case, where the general Court of the eu tried to use the jus cogens argument, which was eventually ignored by the CJeu. 83 the eCthr, being a court whose primary concern is human rights, is under pressure from the Constitutional Court of the russian Federation exactly about the protection of human rights. ironically enough, the eAeu Court, not having a catalogue of human rights to rely on in the first place, is under particular pressure for possible violations of human rights. therefore, the Constitutional Court has even more space for manoeuvre to disregard the eAeu Court and, eventually, the eAeu legal order.
Conclusion
this analysis shows that there are a number of sources for possible tensions between the legal orders of the eAeu and russia. some of the developments have already scratched the surface of such tensions. on the one hand, sources for tensions are not immediately evident given the absence of the express notion of supremacy of eAeu law, international law-friendly provisions of the russian Constitution, little possibilities for the eAeu Court to rule directly against Member states, generally limited powers of the eAeu Court and a rather positively careful approach of the russian Constitutional Court towards the jurisprudence of the eAeu Court. on the other hand, some of the exact same reasons can be looked at from another side and become sources for tensions. thus, the indeterminacy of the issue of supremacy could be interpreted differently by the eurasian judiciary and national judiciaries. Also, the fact of little possibilities for the eAeu Court to rule directly against Member states, as well as diminished powers of the eAeu Court coupled with overall disintegration of national and eurasian judiciary, could lead to widely different approaches, interpretations and practices in applying eAeu law. this might result in legal conflicts throughout the eAeu.
Apart from that, there are indirect dangers stemming from the case-law of the russian Constitutional Court. the Constitutional Court, using rather weak arguments, has established the possibility for russia to set aside international obligations. ironically, an argument essentially based on human rights, is used against the human rights authority -the eCthr -the court whose primary function is to protect human rights. in this context the position of the eAeu Court, which does not even have a catalogue of human rights to rely upon, is rather weak against the Constitutional Court.
to address these issues and reduce possibilities for tensions one has to go back to the inception of the eAeu legal order, and recall the role russia played in shaping it as a founding member. the eurasian integration developed within a narrative largely shaped by russia and its legal order. hence, to continue shaping it further, actors within the russian legal order, primarily the Constitutional Court, must play a constructive role. the eAeu Court, in its turn, must be similarly constructive rather than overly assertive in establishing its authority; and it should be by no means precluded, either through the diminished powers or by other means, from guiding the development of the legal order.
